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Abstract

This diploma thesis evaluates the performance of differential modulation ap-

plied to the 3GPP Long Term Evolution downlink. The focus specifically lies

on single input single output transmissions with only one user.

The Long Term Evolution downlink is based on channel estimation. The ref-

erence symbols, required for channel estimation cannot be used to transmit

data, which reduces the spectral efficiency. In order to increase the spectral

efficiency, in this thesis noncoherent detection is considered. With noncoher-

ent detection no channel knowledge is needed. Thus, the reference symbols

for channel estimation are no longer required. Two basic modulation schemes,

namely the frequency first and the time first modulation scheme, are pre-

sented. Their performance is investigated both for frequency selective linear

time-invariant and linear time-variant channels and compared to coherent de-

tection with least squares channel estimation and zero forcing equalization. As

performance criteria the bit error ratio and the throughput over the signal to

noise ratio are considered. In the investigations it is discovered that coherent

detection outperforms conventional noncoherent detection. To improve the ef-

ficiency also multiple symbol differential detection is applied. Furthermore, the

correct selection of the modulation scheme for different channels is discussed.
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Kurzfassung

Diese Diplomarbeit evaluiert die Effizienz differentieller Modulation angewen-

det auf den 3GPP Long Term Evolution downlink. Die Arbeit konzentriert

sich dabei auf Systeme mit einer Sendeantenne und einer Empfangsantenne

für Übertragungen mit nur einem Nutzer.

Der Long Term Evolution downlink basiert auf Kanalschätzung. Für Kanal-

schätzung werden Referenzsymbole benötigt die nicht zur Datenübertragung

benutzt werden können. Dies reduziert die spektrale Effizienz. Um die spek-

trale Effizienz zu erhöhen wird in dieser Diplomarbeit nicht kohärente De-

tektion betrachtet. Bei nicht kohärenter Detektion ist die Kanalinformation

nicht erforderlich. Daher werden die Referenzsymbole für die Kanalschätzung

nicht benötigt. Es werden zwei Modulationsschemata mit dem Namen fre-

quency first modulation und time first modulation vorgestellt. Diese werden

auf ihre Leistungsfähigkeit in frequenzselektiven linearen zeit-invarianten und

linearen zeit-varianten Kanälen untersucht und mit kohärenter Detektion mit

least squares Kanalschätzung und zero forcing Entzerrung verglichen. Als Ef-

fizienzkriterien werden die Bitfehlerrate und der Durchsatz herangezogen. In

den Untersuchungen wird festgestellt, dass die Leistung von kohärenter Detek-

tion höher als die Leistung der konventionellen nicht kohärenten Detektion ist.

Um die Effizienz zu steigern wird differentielle Detektion mit mehreren Sym-

bolen angewendet. Zusätzlich wird die korrekte Wahl des Modulationsschemas

für verschiedene Kanäle behandelt.
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1. Introduction

1 Introduction

According to recent studies in [1, 2], the global demand on mobile data traf-

fic more than doubles every year. The cause of this exponential growth in

data rate are mobile devices, especially smartphones, netbooks and tablets.

Additionally new communication technologies like machine-to-machine com-

munication lead to an increase of mobile data traffic.

To cope with this demand it is necessary to improve the spectral efficiency

of current mobile communication standards such as 3GPP Universal Mobile

Telecommunications System (UMTS) Long Term Evolution (LTE) [3]. LTE

systems require channel estimation for coherent detection. Channel estima-

tion can get computationally demanding, especially for rapidly varying chan-

nels. Furthermore, the reference symbols (RS) required for channel estimation

cannot be used to transmit data, which decreases the spectral efficiency. A

way to increase the spectral efficiency is to reduce the RS overhead for chan-

nel estimation. Therefore, in this thesis noncoherent detection is considered.

Noncoherent detection offers the possibility to receive data without knowledge

of the channel, thus the RS for channel estimation are not required. Although

this can provide a higher peak spectral efficiency, the disadvantage of nonco-

herent detection is a performance loss compared to coherent detection in terms

of signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). In [4, 5], differential modulation was investi-

gated for different transmission techniques. The performance of differential

modulation in LTE, however, has not yet been evaluated.

This diploma thesis investigates the performance of differential modulation in

a single input single output (SISO) Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplex-

1



1. Introduction

ing (OFDM) system with parameters chosen such that it is equivalent to the

LTE downlink. The focus lies on the single user case.

The layout of this thesis is as follows: Chapter 2 presents an overview of differ-

ential modulation in LTE and shows two basic modulation schemes that can

be applied to the LTE downlink. Chapter 3 discusses the performance of dif-

ferential modulation for a block fading environment and Chapter 4 investigates

the performance in a fast fading environment. Finally, Chapter 5 concludes

the presented work and gives an outlook on possible future research areas.

The following notation is used throughout this thesis: E{x} denotes the ex-

pected value of a random variable x, diag{x} represents a diagonal matrix with

components of the vector x on its main diagonal and (·)T and (·)H denote the

transpose and the conjugate transpose of a matrix, respectively. Furthermore,

det(·) is the determinant of a square matrix and exp(·) is the natural expo-

nential function. For the presented simulation results the confidence intervals

are calculated for 95%.

2



2. Overview of Differential Modulation in LTE

2 Overview of Differential

Modulation in LTE

This chapter comprises an overview of differential modulation in LTE. To that

extent, Section 2.1 presents a general description of differential modulation.

Section 2.2 describes the basic characteristics of LTE. Section 2.3 shows how

to apply differential modulation to the LTE downlink and Section 2.4 presents

the system model that is used in this thesis. Finally, Section 2.5 presents the

simulation setup.

2.1 General Description of Differential Modulation

For a general description of differential modulation, Figure 2.1 depicts a trans-

mission system consisting of the differential modulator, the channel and non-

coherent detection. In the following description each of this parts is explained

separately.

diff.
Modulator

 dn

hn

noncoh.
Detection

vn

 xn  yn
 ˆ dn

Figure 2.1: General transmission system
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2. Overview of Differential Modulation in LTE

The first component shown in Figure 2.1 is the differential modulator. In

differential modulation the information symbol dn is encoded in the transition

between two consecutive data symbols xn and xn−1, i.e.,

xn = xn−1dn with {xn, xn−1} ∈ X , dn ∈ D and n ≥ 2. (2.1)

Here, X and D are the symbol alphabets of the data and information sym-

bols, respectively. For the symbol alphabet X in most cases M -Phase Shift

Keying (PSK) [6] or M -Amplitude and Phase Shift Keying (APSK) [7, 8] are

utilized. Here, M denotes the size of the symbol alphabet. The data symbol x1

is called reference symbol and can be chosen freely from the symbol alphabet

X . It is the initial value of the transmission and is used as a starting point

of the differential modulation process. The transmitter and receiver are both

informed about the chosen reference symbol x1. Each information symbol dn

represents a vector bn = [bn1 , . . . , b
n
p ] of p = log2(M) information bits. It de-

scribes the transition between the previous and the current data symbol and

is element of the symbol alphabet D. The information is either transmitted

by a phase change or by an amplitude and phase change between xn and xn−1.

This is referred to as Differential Phase Shift Keying (DPSK) and Differential

Amplitude and Phase Shift Keying (DAPSK), respectively.

In DPSK, the p information bits are mapped to one of the symbols in the M -

PSK symbol alphabet D = {ej∆ϕiP |iP = 0, ..., 2p−1} of M equally distributed

phase states using Gray mapping. The phase difference between two consecu-

tive states is ∆ϕ = 2π/M = 2π/2p. As an example for DPSK, consider binary

Differential PSK (BDPSK), with p = 1 and ∆ϕ = 180◦. Hence, for instance,

the information bit 1 is transmitted by a phaseshift of 180◦ (dn = -1) between

xn and xn−1, whereas the information bit 0 is transmitted by a phaseshift of

0◦ (dn = 1). Because of the periodicity of the phase, the symbol alphabet X
is the same as D.

In order to increase the spectral efficiency, in DAPSK the information is

transmitted both by an amplitude change (Differential Amplitude Shift Key-

ing (DASK)) and a phase change (DPSK). The M -APSK symbol alphabet

consists of M constellation points that are arranged in 2q concentric amplitude

rings (Amplitude Shift Keying (ASK)) with 2(p−q) equally distributed phase

states (PSK). Each APSK information symbol represents p information bits

and can by written as

dn = γnβn with γn ∈ R, βn ∈ V and D = R∪ V . (2.2)

4



2. Overview of Differential Modulation in LTE

Here, γn is the amplitude information symbol that is taken from the 2q-ASK

symbol alphabet R and βn is the phase information symbol that is taken from

the 2(p−q)-PSK symbol alphabet V . The information bit vector bn is divided

into the amplitude information bit vector bnγ = [bnγ,1, . . . , b
n
γ,q] of size q and into

the phase information bit vector bnβ = [bnβ,1, . . . , b
n
β,p−q] of size p− q, i.e., bn =

[bnγ ,b
n
β]. In oder to obtain γn, the amplitude information bits bnγ are mapped

to one of the concentric amplitude rings taken form the ASK symbol alphabet

R = {αiA|iA = 0, . . . , 2q − 1}. Here, α > 1 is the amplitude ratio between two

consecutive amplitude rings. A possible bit mapping can be found in Table 2.1.

To obtain the symbol βn the phase information bits bnβ are mapped to one of

the PSK symbols in the symbol alphabet V = {ej∆ϕiP |iP = 0, ..., 2(p−q) − 1}
with ∆ϕ = 2π/2(p−q). Thus, to generate the DAPSK data symbol

xn = ansn with an ∈ A, sn ∈ S and X = A ∪ S, (2.3)

and considering the standard differential modulation process of Equation (2.1),

xn writes as [9]

xn = dnxn−1

= γnβn · an−1sn−1

= α(iA(γn)+iA(an−1))mod2q · ej∆ϕ(iP (βn)+iP (sn−1)). (2.4)

Here, iA(·) and iP (·) are the indices of the radius and the phase arguments,

respectively. With the help of the 2q modulo operation in Equation (2.4) it is

ensured that the symbol an is taken from the same ASK symbol alphabet as

γn, i.e., A = R. Furthermore, since the phase is periodic also S = V . Thus

for DAPSK again X is the same as D.

An example for the symbol alphabet of 64-APSK is presented in Figure 2.2.

It consists of 4 concentric amplitude rings (q = 2) and 16 phase states with

a phase difference of ∆ϕ = 360◦/16 = 22.5◦ between two consecutive states.

Note that in this example the symbol alphabet is normalized such that the

average transmit symbol energy is 1. The most common 16-APSK symbol

alphabet consists of 2 concentric amplitude rings (q = 1) and 8 phase states

with a phase difference of ∆ϕ = 360◦/8 = 45◦ between each state.

After differential modulation, the data symbols are transmitted over the chan-

nel to the receiver (see Figure 2.1). In order to illustrate the basic idea behind

the detection process of differential modulation, the channel is assumed to be

5



2. Overview of Differential Modulation in LTE

−1.5 −1 −0.5 0 0.5 1 1.5
−1.5

−1

−0.5

0

0.5

1

1.5

Re

Im

1 α α2 α3

Figure 2.2: Example for a 64-APSK constellation

16-DAPSK (q = 1) 64-DAPSK (q = 2)

an

bnγ,1

an

bnγ,1 , bnγ,2

0 1 00 01 11 01

γn γn

1 α 1 α α2 α3

an−1

1 1 α

an−1

1 1 α α2 α3

α α α2 α3 1

α α 1
α2 α2 α3 1 α

α3 α3 1 α α2

Table 2.1: Amplitude information bit mapping for different DAPSK types

constant over frequency. The received data symbol yn at time index n can

then be written as

yn = hnxn + vn, (2.5)

where hn and vn represent the channel coefficient and the noise at time index

n, respectively.

At the receiver, in the simplest noncoherent detection scheme, the received

6



2. Overview of Differential Modulation in LTE

symbol yn at time index n is divided by the symbol yn−1 of the previous time

index n− 1, resulting in

d̃n =
yn
yn−1

. (2.6)

A quantizer Q converts d̃n, which due to the noise could be any complex-

valued number, to a valid information symbol d̂n that is taken from the symbol

alphabet D,

d̂n = Q
{
d̃n

}
= Q

{
yn
yn−1

}
. (2.7)

For Q a minimum distance quantizer is assumed, i.e., the detected symbol d̂n

is chosen as the valid symbol d ∈ D, which is closest to d̃n. In BDPSK, e.g., if

the phase lies between 90◦ and 270◦ d̃n is quantized to d̂n = −1 and otherwise

it is quantized to d̂n = 1.

Finally, d̂n is demapped to the estimated bit vector b̂n = [b̂n1 , . . . , b̂
n
p ] of length

p according to the symbol alphabet D. In DPSK Gray mapping is applied for

the demapping process.

In DAPSK the quantization of amplitude and phase is performed separately.

In this case d̃n is calculated as

d̃n =
yn
yn−1

= γ̃nβ̃n, (2.8)

where γ̃n corresponds to the transmitted amplitude information and β̃n to

the transmitted phase information. The quantizer converts γ̃n and β̃n to the

detected amplitude information symbol γ̂n and the detected phase information

symbol β̂n, respectively,

d̂n = Q
{
γ̃nβ̃n

}
= γ̂nβ̂n. (2.9)

For the quantization of β̃n the symbol alphabet V is utilized. In the amplitude

quantization process, γ̃n is assigned to one of the 2q+1 − 1 possible amplitude

ratios of γ̂n. As decision thresholds the geometric means of two adjacent

amplitude ratios are used, i.e.,

7



2. Overview of Differential Modulation in LTE

γ̂ith =
√
αith · αith+1

= αith ·
√
α with ith ∈ {−2q + 1, . . . , 2q − 1} . (2.10)

After the quantization, the phase of β̂n is demapped according to the phase

regions of the symbol alphabet V . From that process the estimated phase in-

formation bit vector b̂nβ = [b̂nβ,1, . . . , b̂
n
β,p−q] of length p − q is obtained. In the

amplitude demapping process γ̂n is demapped to the estimated amplitude in-

formation bit vector b̂nγ = [b̂nγ,1, . . . , b̂
n
γ,q]. A bit mapping for the corresponding

decision regions of 64-DAPSK is shown in [7, Figure 4].

2.2 Overview of LTE

The transmission in LTE downlink is based on OFDM. OFDM systems convert

a broadband frequency selective wireless channel into K orthogonal narrow-

band frequency flat channels (subcarriers) by means of a Fast Fourier Trans-

form (FFT) and application of a cyclic prefix (CP) [10]. The variable K rep-

resents the FFT size. The OFDM subcarrier spacing in LTE can be either

7.5 kHz or 15 kHz, where 7.5 kHz is used for multicast/broadcast transmis-

sions. Furthermore, LTE supports multiple input multiple output (MIMO)

and adaptive modulation and coding to adjust the transmission rate to the

varying channel characteristics. The channel quality indicator (CQI) is uti-

lized to indicate the preferred modulation and coding scheme for the current

channel conditions.

The structure of the LTE signal in the time domain is shown in Figure 2.3.

An LTE transmission consists of frames with a length of 10 ms, which are di-

vided into ten equally sized subframes of length Tframe = 1 ms. Each of these

subframes has two slots of the same length Tslot = 0.5 ms. A slot consists

of a number of OFDM symbols including the CP. Depending on the size of

the cyclic prefix (extended or normal), each slot consists of either six or seven

OFDM symbols.

The smallest physical resource in LTE is called resource element (RE) and

represents one subcarrier during one OFDM symbol. The REs are grouped

to resource blocks. Each resource block (RB) consists of 12 consecutive sub-

carriers in the frequency domain and one 0.5 ms slot in the time domain. In

the case of normal CP length, a RB thus consists of 12×7 = 84 REs. Two of

8



2. Overview of Differential Modulation in LTE

frame

one subframe = 2 slots

one slot with normal CP length
= 7 OFDM symbols

one OFDM symbol with CP

ten subframes

Figure 2.3: Signal structure of LTE in the time domain

these resource blocks are grouped to a resource block-pair (RBP). The number

of available RBPs varies between 6 and 100, corresponding to a transmission

bandwidth of 1.4 MHz to 20 MHz.

2.3 Application of Differential Modulation in LTE

In order to evaluate the performance of differential modulation in LTE, con-

sider an OFDM system with parameters chosen such that it is equivalent to the

LTE downlink (see Section 2.5). The smallest scheduling unit in the LTE down-

link is a RBP. Figure 2.4 shows the RBP in the concept of a time-frequency

grid. The vertical axis represents the frequency direction (i.e., subcarriers),

the horizontal axis the time direction (i.e., OFDM symbols). As mentioned

above, a RB with normal CP length consists of 84 REs, which are represented

as squares in the grid. Thus a RBP consist of 2×84 = 168 REs. Each RE

contains a modulated symbol. In the following explanation a resource element

of a RBP of the n-th OFDM symbol and the k-th subcarrier is indexed as xn,k

with n ∈ {1, 2, ..., 14} and k ∈ {1, 2, ..., 12}.

For the differential modulation process two scenarios are considered:

� Frequency first modulation

9



2. Overview of Differential Modulation in LTE

reference symbol x1,1 

x1,2

x1,12 

time

frequency

RB RB

Figure 2.4: Time-frequency grid visualizing the frequency first differential modula-
tion scheme for one resource block-pair

� Time first modulation

Both modulation schemes use the resource element x1,1 as a reference symbol,

marked light grey in the left upper corner of Figure 2.4. It does not convey

information and it is utilized as initial value of the data transmission. In

the frequency first modulation scheme the differential modulation starts with

modulating in the frequency direction,

xn,k = xn,k−1dn,k with k ∈ {2, 3, ..., 12} and n = 1. (2.11)

For instance, the data symbol x1,2 is obtained by multiplying the data sym-

bol x1,1 with the information symbol d1,2. The modulation in the frequency

direction results in the data symbols x1,1 to x1,12 on the twelve consecutive

subcarriers. Subsequently, these symbols are taken as reference symbols for

modulation in the time direction according to the same principle as before,

xn,k = xn−1,kdn,k with n ∈ {2, 3, ..., 14} and k ∈ {1, 2, ..., 12} . (2.12)

The modulation in the time direction is performed over the whole RBP, each

subcarrier at a time. Figure 2.4 illustrates the modulation process. The first

column of the grid represents the data symbols of the first OFDM symbol.

10



2. Overview of Differential Modulation in LTE

Each of these data symbols serves as a reference symbol for differential modu-

lation in the time direction. E.g., the symbol x1,1 serves as a reference symbol

for modulation in the time direction on the first subcarrier, x1,2 is taken as a

reference symbol for modulation in the time direction on the second subcarrier

and so on.

The time first modulation scheme works similar to the frequency first mod-

ulation scheme, except that the modulation starts in the time direction and

the obtained symbols are taken as reference symbols for modulation in the fre-

quency direction. With these modulation schemes only the symbol x1,1 does

not convey any information.

For coherent detection, LTE defines 8 reference symbols for channel estima-

tion in a SISO transmission [10]. These symbols cannot be utilized to transmit

information, therefore, differential modulation potentially provides a higher

maximum throughput. Exactly speaking, in the noncoherent case, employing

the proposed differential modulation scheme, 167 REs can be used to transmit

information. In the coherent case only 160 REs are available. Thus noncoher-

ent transmission offers a

167− 160

160
= 4.37% (2.13)

higher possible peak throughput in SISO.

2.4 System Model

The system model used throughout this thesis to describe the OFDM system

with differential modulation is depicted in Figures 2.5 and 2.6. The first part

of the signal processing chain represents the channel encoder that encodes a

block of Lu information bits u with a coding rate R. This results in the coded

information bits c of length Lc. Coding inserts redundant information bits,

which enables the receiver to correct a certain amount of bit errors [11]. The

lower the coding rate, the higher is the amount of errors that can be cor-

rected. The coding rate is defined as R = Lu/Lc. For the channel encoder,

turbo coding [12] with rate matching (see [10, Section 10.1.1.4]) is applied.

After coding, c is divided into coded information bit vectors bn,k of length

p. These vectors are mapped to the information symbols dn,k according to

the corresponding symbol alphabet, i.e., either M -PSK or M -APSK. Sub-

sequently, differential modulation is performed as explained in the previous

11



2. Overview of Differential Modulation in LTE

S

P

P
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Figure 2.5: OFDM transmit signal processing chain with differential modulation
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Figure 2.6: OFDM receive signal processing chain with differential modulation

section. This is followed by a serial-to-parallel conversion and an Inverse Fast

Fourier Transform (IFFT) that converts the signal into the time domain. Then

a parallel-to-serial conversion is performed and the CP is appended. The CP is

assumed to be long enough so that no inter symbol interference (ISI) from the

previous OFDM symbol occurs. The digital-to-analog converter in connection

with an up-converter, which are not shown in Figure 2.5, generate the signal

that is transmitted over the channel to the receiver.

For a finite impulse response (FIR) linear time-variant (LTV) channel that full-

fills the wide-sense stationary uncorrelated scattering (WSSUS) [11] assump-

tions, the received signal r[m] in complex baseband [11] at the discrete time

instant m can be written as

r[m] = h[m, l] ∗ s[m] + w[m]

=
L−1∑
l=0

h[m, l]s[m− l] + w[m], (2.14)

12
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with

s[m] =
∞∑

n=−∞

sn[m− nJ ], (2.15)

and

sn[m] =
√
K

K−1∑
k=0

xn,ke
j2π kn

K = IFFTk→m{xn,k}, k < K (2.16)

The discrete-time channel impulse response h[m, l] of length L is obtained by

sampling the continuous channel impulse response h(t, τ) [11] with a sampling

frequency Fs = K ·F . Here, K denotes the FFT size and F denotes the subcar-

rier spacing. For the simulations in this thesis the continuous channel impulse

response is generated based on the tapped-delay line model given in [13]. The

transmitted signal s[m] is the summation of sn[m], which is the IFFT of the

n-th OFDM symbol (see Equation (2.16)). The variable J in the definition of

s[m] denotes the discrete time duration of one OFDM symbol and w[m] is a

sample of an AWGN process.

The receiver (Figure 2.6) is assumed to be perfectly synchronized to the trans-

mitter in time and frequency. The received radio frequency signal is down-

converted and sampled, producing the received signal r[m]. After removal of

the CP the base band signal is transformed to the frequency domain, result-

ing in the received data symbol yn,k of the n-th OFDM symbol and the k-th

subcarrier. For an LTV channel with negligible inter carrier interference (ICI),

yn,k can be written as

yn,k = Hn,kxn,k + vn,k. (2.17)

Here, Hn,k denotes the channel at subcarrier k during the n-th OFDM sym-

bol. It can be calculated as the FFT of h[m, l]. The noise vn,k is assumed to

be independent zero mean complex Gaussian with variance σ2
v . The received

data symbols yn,k are subsequently used to detect the transmitted information

symbols dn,k.

Employing the basic detection scheme of Section 2.1, the information symbols

are detected similarly to Equation (2.7). In the frequency first modulation

scheme the detection begins in the frequency direction by estimating the in-

13



2. Overview of Differential Modulation in LTE

formation symbols of the first OFDM symbol, i.e.,

d̂n,k = Q
{

yn,k
yn,k−1

}
with n = 1 and k ∈ {2, . . . , 12}. (2.18)

This is followed by estimating the remaining information symbols on each

subcarrier in the time direction

d̂n,k = Q
{

yn,k
yn−1,k

}
with n ∈ {2, . . . , 12} and k ∈ {1, . . . , 12}. (2.19)

The detection process in the time first modulation scheme is similar to that

of the frequency first modulation scheme, except that the detection begins

in the time direction on the first subcarrier. This is followed by estimating

the remaining information symbols of each OFDM symbol in the frequency

direction. If the channel Hn,k varies between two received symbols, errors can

be introduced by the quantizer Q, irrespective of the noise. As an example

consider the detection process in the frequency direction. The symbol d̃n,k can

be written as

d̃n,k =
yn,k
yn,k−1

=
Hn,kxn,k + vn,k

Hn,k−1xn,k−1 + vn,k−1

. (2.20)

Neglecting the impact of the noise, this can be rewritten as

d̃n,k ≈
Hn,kxn,k

Hn,k−1xn,k−1

=
|Hn,k|
|Hn,k−1|︸ ︷︷ ︸

amplitude error

· e
φHn,k

eφHn,k−1︸ ︷︷ ︸
phase error

· xn,k
xn,k−1

. (2.21)

If Hn,k is different from Hn,k−1 an additional amplitude and phase error is in-

14



2. Overview of Differential Modulation in LTE

troduced to d̃n,k. This can lead to a wrongly quantized d̂n,k, i.e., d̂n,k 6= dn,k,

irrespective of the noise. Consider, e.g., the case when APSK is used as mod-

ulation alphabet. If the channel introduces an amplitude error that is greater

than half of the geometric mean of two adjacent amplitude ratios (see Equa-

tion (2.10)), or a phase error that is greater than ∆ϕ/2, the quantization

process Q leads to an error. These errors can cause a residual bit error floor

that decreases the overall performance of the system.

After noncoherent detection, the detected information symbols d̂n,k are demapped

to the estimated coded information bit vectors b̂n,k of length p. These vectors

are concatenated to the estimated coded information bit stream ĉ, which is

decoded to the estimated information bit stream û.

2.5 Simulation Setup

To evaluate the performance of differential modulation the system model pre-

sented in Section 2.4 is implemented in Matlab. A system bandwidth of

1.4 MHz (6 RBPs) and a subcarrier spacing of 15 kHz is assumed. The carrier

frequency is set to 2.5 GHz. The symbol alphabets tested for differential mod-

ulation are 4-PSK, 16-APSK and 64-APSK. Numerical results in [14] showed

that the best bit error ratio (BER) performance over general fading channels

is achieved with an amplitude ring ratio α = 2 for 16-APSK and α = 1.4 for

64-APSK. It is assumed that the receiver perfectly knows the amplitude ratio

α. For the simulations the average symbol energy of the transmitted data

symbols is normalized to 1. The coding rates R of the different CQI levels are

implemented according to [15]. In the simulations we consider a single user

scenario, i.e, the codeword of the user spans all RBPs of the subframe. The

simulation results are compared to coherent detection using Quadrature Am-

plitude Modulation (QAM) with least squares (LS) channel estimation and

zero forcing (ZF) equalizer. In SISO LTE, 8 symbols are defined for channel

estimation. The channel coefficients between the channel estimation positions

are obtained by linear interpolation [16]. The simulation parameters are sum-

marized in Table 2.2.

The performance of the system is determined by the BER and the throughput

over SNR. The throughput is referred to as the number of information bits Lu

inside a correctly received subframe. This means in the uncoded case (R = 1),

if there is only one bit error in the whole subframe all information is regarded as
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Parameter Abbreviation Value

Bandwidth B 1.4 MHz

FFT size K 128

Subcarrier spacing F 15 kHz

Sampling frequency Fs 1.92 MHz

Number of data subcarriers Nsub 72

Carrier frequency fc 2.5 GHz

α
16APSK 2

α
64APSK 1.4

Channel estimation LS

Equalization ZF

Table 2.2: General simulation setup

false and discarded. In the coded scenario (R < 1) the bit errors are evaluated

after decoding. If there is only one error in the decoded information bit stream,

the subframe is regarded as false and discarded.
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3. Block Fading

3 Block Fading

This chapter discusses the performance of differential modulation in the SISO

LTE downlink in the case of block fading. Block fading channels can be classi-

fied into frequency selective and frequency non selective channels. Section 3.1

gives a mathematical description for this classification. The simulation results

indicate that noncoherent detection leads to a performance loss compared to

coherent detection. Section 3.2 discusses means to decrease this performance

loss by multiple symbol differential detection. This, however, leads to an in-

creased complexity in the detection process. Section 3.3 shows how to reduce

the complexity with the help of the sphere decoding algorithm.

In block fading the coherence time of the channel is assumed to be long enough

so that the channel impulse response stays approximately constant over one

subframe. According to [17] the coherence time of the channel is defined as

Tc =
1

4Ds

, (3.1)

where Ds is the Doppler spread. The Doppler spread is the largest difference

between the Doppler shifts of different multi-path components and can be

written as

Ds = max
i,j
|fDi
− fDj

|, (3.2)

with fDi
beeing the Doppler shift of the i-th path of the channel impulse
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response. The Doppler shift is calculated as

fD = fc
v

c0

. (3.3)

Here, fc is the carrier frequency of the system, v is the relative velocity between

transmitter and receiver and c0 is the speed of light.

For LTE, the subframe duration length is 1 ms, which means for block fading

Tc > 1ms is required. Thus

Ds <
1

4Tc
(3.4)

Ds < 250 Hz. (3.5)

Assuming the Clarke’s model [17], where Ds = 2fD, the maximum relative

velocity for block fading calculates as

v <
fDc0

fc
(3.6)

v < 15 m/s (3.7)

For the following simulations a linear time-invariant (LTI) channel over one

subframe is assumed, thus block fading is guaranteed to be fulfilled.

3.1 Frequency selective and frequency non selective

channels

A measure for the frequency selectivity of the channel is the coherence band-

width. According to [17] it is defined as

Wc =
1

2Td
, (3.8)

where Td is the delay spread. The delay spread is the largest difference in

propagation time between the longest and shortest path defined as

Td = max
i,j
|τdi − τdj |, (3.9)
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with τdi beeing the delay of i-th path. In case that the coherence bandwidth

Wc is considerably larger than the bandwidth of the system, the channel is

said to be flat fading. If, on the other hand, the coherence bandwidth is much

smaller than the bandwidth of the system then the channel is called frequency

selective.

3.1.1 Selection of the modulation scheme

In order to decide which modulation scheme is better suited for frequency se-

lective LTI channels, both, the frequency first and the time first modulation

scheme, are simulated in an ITU PedB channel [13]. Note that the 95% confi-

dence intervals are plotted in gray color. The BER curves shown in Figure 3.1

indicate that for frequency selective channels it is better to use the frequency

first modulation scheme since the BER is smaller than for the time first mod-

ulation scheme. Furthermore, the induced error floor is smaller. This can

also be verified by the uncoded throughput curves shown in Figure 3.2. The

throughput with the frequency first modulation scheme is higher than with

the time first modulation scheme.

10 -4

10 -3

10 -2

10 -1

10 0

SNR [dB]

B
E

R

0 10 20 30 40 50 

 

64 DAPSK Frequency first modulation
64 DAPSK Time first modulation

Figure 3.1: BER of the frequency first modulation scheme compared to the time first
modulation scheme with 64-DAPSK in an ITU PedB channel

This behavior can be explained by taking a closer look at the modulation

schemes. As stated in Equation (2.21) a variation of the channel can intro-

duce additional errors in the quantization process, irrespective of the noise. In
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Figure 3.2: Uncoded throughput of the frequency first modulation scheme compared
to the time first modulation scheme with 64-DAPSK in an ITU PedB
channel

the frequency first modulation scheme the modulation starts with modulating

the first 11 information symbols in the frequency direction, which is followed

by modulating the rest of the information symbols in the time direction (see

Section 2.3). In the detection process, the variation of the channel is only

effective while detecting in the frequency direction, since the channel stays

constant in the time direction. Compared to that, in the time first modulation

scheme the differential modulation starts with modulating the first 13 infor-

mation symbols in the time direction, which is followed by modulating the rest

of the information symbols in the frequency direction. Thus, in the detection

process the frequency selectivity of the channel is effective on each OFDM

symbol. This leads to the increased BER and residual bit error floor shown

in Figure 3.1. Therefore, for the following simulations in this chapter the fre-

quency first modulation scheme is applied. In the next simulation results the

performance of differential modulation is presented for different channel types.

3.1.2 Uncoded BER and throughput for different channels

Figure 3.3 shows the BER of noncoherent detection compared to coherent de-

tection in an AWGN channel. It can be seen that coherent detection outper-

forms noncoherent detection with each symbol alphabet size. The performance
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Figure 3.3: BER of noncoherent detection compared to coherent detection in an
AWGN channel

difference at a BER of 10−3 is approximately 1.7 dB for 4-DPSK compared to

4-QAM. For 16-DAPSK the difference is approximately 4.3 dB compared to

16-QAM and 4.9 dB for 64-DAPSK compared to 64-QAM.
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Figure 3.4: Throughput of noncoherent detection compared to coherent detection in
an AWGN channel

The uncoded throughput (R = 1) in AWGN is presented in Figure 3.4. The
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simulation results show that in high SNR regions the maximum throughput

of noncoherent detection is higher than that of coherent detection, e.g., the

maximum throughput with 64-DAPSK is 6.012 Mbit/s, whereas the maxi-

mum throughput with 64-QAM is 5.76 Mbit/s. This amounts to a 4.37 %

higher peak throughput, which complies to the result calculated in Equa-

tion (2.13). However, the disadvantage of differential modulation is that for

the same throughput a higher SNR is required.

In the next simulations differential modulation is considered in an ITU PedB

channel. As already discussed before, a frequency selective channel causes an

error floor, which decreases the performance of the system. The BER curves

in Figure 3.5 indicate that the error floor depends on the alphabet size. The

larger the alphabet size is, the higher is the induced error floor. For example, in

64-DAPSK the error floor occurs at a BER of 1.5×10−3, whereas in 16-DAPSK

the error floor is at 0.5×10−3. Note, that also coherent detection causes an

error floor in a PedB channel. This can be explained by the inaccuracy of the

channel estimates caused by the linear interpolation between the estimation

positions. As it can be seen from the simulation results, the error floor in

coherent detection is smaller than the error floor in noncoherent detection.
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Figure 3.5: BER of noncoherent detection compared to coherent detection in an ITU
PedB channel

The corresponding uncoded throughput curves are presented in Figure 3.6. It

can be noticed that, compared to an AWGN channel, a frequency selective
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Figure 3.6: Throughput of noncoherent detection compared to coherent detection in
an ITU PedB channel
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Figure 3.7: Throughput of 4-DPSK in different channels

channel leads to a loss in maximum possible throughput both for coherent and

noncoherent detection. The relative loss in throughput is higher with non-

coherent detection. For example, with 64-DAPSK the maximum throughput

in AWGN is 6.012 Mbit/s, whereas it is only 2.6 Mbit/s in a PedB channel.

Compared to that, the maximum throughput for 64-QAM is 5.76 Mbit/s in
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AWGN, while the throughput in PedB is 4 Mbit/s. This effect can also be

seen with smaller alphabet sizes, however, with the tendency that the relative

throughput loss decreases with smaller alphabet size. Furthermore, for the

uncoded throughput in PedB 16-DAPSK outperforms 64-DAPSK, since for

the same throughput a lower SNR is required. The reason for that behavior is

that in 64-DAPSK the phase detection regions are smaller than in 16-DAPSK,

which means that a variation of the channel leads easier to a phase error.

Figure 3.7 shows the uncoded throughput of 4-DPSK for channels with differ-

ent delay spreads. The loss of uncoded throughput compared to the AWGN

channel depends on the delay spread of the channel. For example, in a Rayleigh

flat fading (RFF) channel, noncoherent detection is able to achieve the same

peak throughput as in AWGN, since the RFF channel is not frequency selec-

tive. Compared to that, frequency selective ITU PedB and ITU VehA channels

lead to a decrease of throughput. The delay spread of the ITU PedB channel

is greater than that of the ITU VehA channel [13, Table 2]. Therefore, the

throughput of the ITU PedB channel is lower than the throughput of the ITU

VehA channel. Thus, if the frequency selectivity of the channel is too large,

in the uncoded case, the originally offered higher possible peak throughput of

4.73% of noncoherent detection cannot be achieved.

3.1.3 Coded throughput in an ITU PedB channel

Figure 3.8 shows the coded throughput of coherent and noncoherent detec-

tion in an ITU PedB channel. The modulation scheme and coding rate R

are adapted according to the current CQI. An overview of the modulation

schemes and the corresponding coding rates is presented in Table 3.1. The

coded throughput is obtained by determining the maximum throughput at

each SNR point and each subframe over all CQIs and averaging it over the

number of simulated subframes. Since the conventional noncoherent detection

scheme does not offer soft information in the decoding process, out of fairness

for the comparison, the soft information of the coherent detection was not uti-

lized either. As it can be seen from the graph, coherent detection outperforms

noncoherent detection in terms of coded throughput. The simulation results

reveal that the loss of noncoherent detection to coherent detection is about 3

dB at a throughput of 1 Mbit/s and increases to about 3.8 dB at a through-

put of 4 Mbit/s. Furthermore, the potential throughput gain of noncoherent

detection is only achieved at a very high SNR of at least 34.5 dB, which is not

realistic for wireless transmission systems.
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Figure 3.8: Coded throughput in PedB

CQI Modulation scheme Coding rate

1 4QAM, 4DPSK 0.076

2 4QAM, 4DPSK 0.117

3 4QAM, 4DPSK 0.189

4 4QAM, 4DPSK 0.301

5 4QAM, 4DPSK 0.439

6 4QAM, 4DPSK 0.588

7 16QAM, 16DAPSK 0.369

8 16QAM, 16DAPSK 0.479

9 16QAM, 16DAPSK 0.602

10 64QAM, 64DAPSK 0.455

11 64QAM, 64DAPSK 0.554

12 64QAM, 64DAPSK 0.650

13 64QAM, 64DAPSK 0.754

14 64QAM, 64DAPSK 0.853

15 64QAM, 64DAPSK 0.926

Table 3.1: CQI with corresponding modulation and coding scheme
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3.2 Multiple Symbol Differential Detection

As demonstrated in Section 3.1, noncoherent detection suffers from a perfor-

mance loss compared to coherent detection that depends on the alphabet size

M . Furthermore, it introduces an error floor that cannot be omitted by con-

ventional noncoherent detection techniques. A solution to the performance

loss was proposed by Divsalar et al. with multiple symbol differential detec-

tion (MSDD) [18]. The basic idea is to process blocks of N data symbols to

jointly detect N − 1 information symbols. In [19], Ho et. al. demonstrated,

that by exploiting knowledge about the correlation statistics of the channel in

the detection process, the performance can be effectively improved. Further-

more, for frequency selective channels the error floor can be reduced or even

eliminated. In the following mathematical description, MSDD is considered

in the frequency direction, following the derivations in [19]. For the sake of

simplicity of notation the OFDM symbol index n is omitted. A vector of N

received data symbols is called observation window. After detecting the N −1

information symbols out of the N received data symbols, the observation win-

dow moves on by N −1 symbol positions. This leads to an overlap of one data

symbol between consecutive windows. An illustration is shown in Figure 3.9.

For the following derivation M -PSK is assumed as symbol alphabet.

yk-N+1 yk-N+2 yk-N+3 yk... yk+1
yk+2 ... yk+N-1

N

N

Figure 3.9: Multiple symbol detection in frequency direction

The received symbol vector y = (yk, yk+1, ..., yk+N−1)T can be written in vector-

matrix form as

y = Xh + v, (3.10)
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with

X =


xk 0 · · · 0

0 xk+1
...

...
. . . 0

0 · · · 0 xk+N−1

 , (3.11)

h = (Hk, Hk+1, · · · , Hk+N−1)T , (3.12)

and

v = (vk, vk+1, · · · , vk+N−1)T . (3.13)

Due to the differential modulation process, the data symbol xk = xk−1dk (see

Equation (2.1)) can be calculated as

xk = x1pk, (3.14)

with

pk =
k∏
j=2

dj. (3.15)

This allows to rewrite Equation (3.10) as

y = x1pkZh + v,

with

Z =


1 0 · · · 0

0 zk+1
...

...
. . . 0

0 · · · 0 zk+N

 , (3.16)

and

zm =
m∏

l=k+1

dl, m = k + 1, · · · , k +N (3.17)

The received vector y is input to a maximum likelihood sequence estimator
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(MLSE). The MLSE searches for the most likely transmitted sequence of

information symbols d̂ = (d̂k+1, d̂k+2, · · · , d̂N−1) of length N − 1, i.e., the one

that maximizes the conditional probability density function [19]

p(y|d) =
exp(−yHR−1

yyy)

πNdet(Ryy)
. (3.18)

Thus

d̂ = argmax
d∈DN−1

{p(y|d)}

= argmax
d∈DN−1

{
exp(−yHR−1

yyy)

πNdet(Ryy)

}
. (3.19)

Here, Ryy is the autocorrelation matrix of the received data symbol vector

conditioned on the transmitted information symbol vector d and D is the

symbol alphabet for M -PSK. Under the assumption that the sequence d was

transmitted and the power of x1 and zk is 1, Ryy can be calculated as

Ryy = E{yyH |d} = E{(x1pkZh + v)(x1pkZh + v)H |d}
= ZE{hhH}ZH + σ2

vIN , (3.20)

where IN is an N×N identity matrix. In Equation (3.20) we used the fact that

Z becomes deterministic, if it is conditioned on d, and the noise v is assumed

to be i.i.d. zero mean. With an M -PSK alphabet, Z is unitary, i.e., Z−1 = ZH

and therefore Equation (3.20) can be written as

Ryy = Z(Σhh + σ2
vIN)ZH , (3.21)

with Σhh = E{hhH} being the autocorrelation matrix of the channel. For M -

PSK the determinant of Ryy is constant and independent of Z. This applies,

since for square matrices
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det(ABC) = det(A)det(B)det(C)

= det(B)det(C)det(A)

= det(BCA) (3.22)

and therefore

det(Ryy) = det(Z(Σhh + σ2
vIN)ZH)

= det((Σhh + σ2
vIN)ZHZ)

= det((Σhh + σ2
vIN)Z−1Z)

= det(Σhh + σ2
vIN) (3.23)

Thus, Equation (3.19) can be rewritten as

d̂ = argmin
d∈DN−1

{yHR−1
yyy}

= argmin
d∈DN−1

{(yHZ)(Σhh + σ2
vIN)−1(ZHy)}. (3.24)

The MLSE searches for the information symbol sequence d̂ in all possible

symbol sequences d that minimizes Equation (3.24). This is dependent on

the autocorrelation of the channel. If the detection is performed in frequency

direction, Σhh describes the correlation between subcarriers. In an LTI channel

it can be calculated as [20]

Σ
(f)
hh = WE{ggH}WH = WHPDPWH , (3.25)

where W is a K ×K DFT matrix and K stands for the size of the DFT. The

superscript f indicates that the autocorrelation is considered in the frequency

direction and the vector g represents the current realization of the channel in

the time domain. The matrix HPDP is of size K ×K and has the coefficients

of the power delay profile (PDP) on its diagonal. The PDP is of length L. In

practical realizations neither the length L nor the shape of the PDP is known

to receiver. For the simulations, an exponential PDP with fixed length L is
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assumed at the receiver. The decay constant is set to one.

Unfortunately the complexity of multiple symbol differential detection in-

creases exponentially with the size of the observation window N , if a brute-

force search is applied. The next Section 3.3 describes how the complexity can

be reduced with the help of sphere decoding.

3.3 Multiple Symbol Differential Sphere Decoding

The concept of applying sphere decoding (SD) to multiple symbol differential

detection was introduced by Lampe et al. in [21]. It originates from an adap-

tion of a common coherent detection problem in MIMO, where the task is to

find a vector x̂ that solves the following optimization problem

x̂ = argmin
x
||y −Hx||2. (3.26)

In this context x is a vector of transmitted data symbols of length Ns, H is

an (Ns × Nr)-dimensional channel matrix, y is the received vector of length

Nr, and Ns and Nr represent the number of transmit and receive antennas,

respectively. If H is known to the receiver this can be rewritten as [22]

x̂ = argmin
x
||U(x− xLS)||2, (3.27)

where U is an upper triangular matrix that is obtained by the Cholesky fac-

torization HHH = UHU, and xLS is the LS solution. It can be shown that

this problem is similar to finding the shortest vector in a lattice, which can

effectively be solved with the SD algorithm. The SD algorithm reduces the

complexity of the search [22].

In [21], Lampe et al. found that the joint maximum likelihood (ML) detection

of N −1 differentially transmitted information symbols out of N received data

symbols can be modeled as the detection problem of the previously discussed

MIMO case by setting Ns = N−1 and Nr = N . By using the Cholesky factor-

ization on the channel statistics it is possible to find a similar decision metric

as in Equation (3.27) on which SD can be applied. The following mathematical

description is analogous to that shown in Section 3.2 and follows the deriva-

tions in [21]. The difference to the previous derivation is that d is changed to

x. The ML decision rule for the transmitted data vector x̂ with the conditional

density function
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p(y|x) =
exp(−yHR−1

yyy)

πNdet(Ryy)
, (3.28)

can be written as

x̂ = argmax
x∈XN

{p(y|x)}

= argmax
x∈XN

{
exp(−yHR−1

yyy)

πNdet(Ryy)

}
, (3.29)

where Ryy is the autocorrelation matrix of the received data vector y condi-

tioned on the transmitted data vector x. Similarly to Equation (3.20) it can

be calculated as

Ryy = XE{hhH}XH + σ2
vIN (3.30)

= X(E{hhH}+ σ2
vIN)XH , (3.31)

where again the fact was used that X is unitary for an M -PSK symbol alpha-

bet. Thus Equation (3.29) can be rewritten as

x̂ = argmin
x∈XN

{yHR−1
yyy}. (3.32)

With

Ryy = diag{x}C diag{x∗}, (3.33)

C , Σhh + σ2
vIN , (3.34)

diag{x∗}y = diag{y}x∗, (3.35)

where (·)∗ denotes the (componentwise) complex conjugate, Equation (3.32)
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can be rewritten as

x̂ = argmin
x∈XN

{(diag{y}x∗)HC−1(diag{y}x∗)}. (3.36)

The expression above is a quadratic form in x. By using the the Cholesky

factorization of the inverse matrix

C−1 = LLH (3.37)

and defining

U , (LHdiag{y})∗, (3.38)

where L and U are lower and an upper triangular matrices, respectively, Equa-

tion (3.36) can finally be written as

x̂ = argmin
x∈XN

{||Ux||2}. (3.39)

This decision rule is equal to Equation (3.27), if the vector xLS is set to the

all zero vector. This means that the ML-MSDD can be regarded as a shortest

vector problem. Thus, to find the most likely transmitted data symbol vector

x̂ out of all possible data symbol vectors x, the SD algorithm can be applied.

This is referred to as multiple symbol differential sphere decoding (MSDSD).

With the relation in Equation (2.1) we obtain d̂ which is decoded to (N−1) ·p
information bits according to Section 2.1.

For N = 2, in M -PSK the detection process presented in Equation (2.7)

becomes equivalent to the ML decision rule presented in Equation (3.32). This

means that the simple noncoherent detection process is ML optimal for N = 2.

The complexity reduction of the SD algorithm comes from limiting the search

for possible candidate vectors x to those that lie inside a sphere of radius λ,

||Ux||2 ≤ λ2. (3.40)

Since U is an upper triangular matrix the condition in Equation (3.40) can

be checked component by component. That means, after having found a (pre-

liminary) decision x̂l for the last N − i components xl, with i + 1 ≤ l ≤ N , a
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condition for the i-th component xi, with 1 ≤ i ≤ N , is obtained. To make

that clearer, let us introduce the squared length d2
i+1 as [21]

d2
i+1 =

N∑
l=i+1

∣∣∣∣∣
N∑
j=l

uljx̂j

∣∣∣∣∣
2

, (3.41)

that accounts for the length of the last N − i components. Here, uij denotes

i-th row and j-th column element of U and x̂j is a possible solution for the

j-th data symbol of the vector x. Then, possible solutions for the data symbol

xi have to satisfy the criterion [21]

d2
i =

∣∣∣∣∣uiixi +
N∑

j=i+1

uijx̂j

∣∣∣∣∣
2

+ d2
i+1 ≤ λ2. (3.42)

For a low complexity of the SD algorithm it is critical to order the possible

candidate symbols xi. In [21] the Schnorr-Euchner [23] algorithm is applied.

The symbols xi are ordered according to the length di, starting with the small-

est one. Thus, the search for a candidate symbol xi can already be terminated,

if the current length di exceeds the sphere radius λ. A detailed description on

how to implement the SD algorithm can be found in [21, 24].

The MSDSD metric is invariant to a common phase shift of the components of

vector x. Thus, the detected information symbol vector d̂ is invariant to such

a common phase shift. This degree of freedom can be exploited to set the last

data symbol xN = 1 and reduce the ML-search to the remaining N − 1 data

symbols.

Unfortunately, the SD algorithm cannot directly be applied to non constant

modulus alphabets like APSK, since in this case the matrix X in Equa-

tion (3.30) is not unitary anymore. The metric in Equation (3.29) depends

on the transmitted amplitudes of the data symbols. In order to circumvent

that problem, let us rewrite the data symbol matrix X with Equation (2.3) as

X = AS (3.43)

where A = diag{a}, S = diag{s} and a and s are size N amplitude symbol

and phase symbol vectors, respectively.

Thus the autocorrelation matrix Ryy in Equation (3.30) can be written as
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Ryy = XΣhhXH + σ2
vIN

= ASΣhh(AS)H + σ2
vIN

= S(Σ̃hh + σ2
vIN)SH , (3.44)

with

Σ̃hh = AΣhhAH . (3.45)

Since S is unitary again the SD algorithm can be applied to detect the phase

vector s of the transmitted data vector x. With the notations of Equa-

tion (3.33) to Equation (3.38), changing x to s, we arrive at the joint detection

process of the data amplitude vector a and data phase vector s by [9]

x̂ = âT · ŝ = argmin
a∈AN , s∈SN

{
||Us||2

det(Ryy)

}
. (3.46)

In the joint detection process the data amplitude vector a is varied inside

the symbol alphabet A and for each possible choice of a the SD algorithm is

applied to detect the data phase vector ŝ. This gives a significant reduction

in complexity, since the complexity of the brute force detection comes mainly

from the phase detection process. Note, however, that for each variation of the

data amplitude vector the inverse of the N ×N matrix C̃ = Σ̃hh + σ2
vIN has

to be calculated. This is not the case for M -PSK since here C stays constant

(see Equation (3.34)). With the relations of Equations (2.1) to (2.4) we obtain

d̂ = γ̂T · β̂, where γ̂ and β̂ are size N − 1 estimated amplitude information

symbol and phase information symbol vectors, respectively. These vectors are

decoded to (N − 1) · p information bits according to Section 2.1.

The principle of MSDSD can be used both in the frequency and in the time

direction. If the detection is performed in the time direction, similar to de-

tection in the frequency direction, N received data symbols on a subcarrier

are used to jointly detect N − 1 information symbols. It is interesting to note

that for DPSK the inverse correlation matrix C−1 in LTI very slowly fading

channels can be written as [24]

C−1 = − 1

(N + σ2
v)σ

2
v

1N +
1

σ2
v

IN , (3.47)
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where 1N is an all ones matrix of size N . If the channel is frequency flat

this matrix can be used for MSDSD in both the frequency and in the time

direction. In [24] it is shown that this correlation matrix can also be applied

for an AWGN channel.

3.3.1 Uncoded BER and throughput with MSDSD

In the following simulations the performance of 4-DPSK with MSDSD is inves-

tigated for LTI channels and compared to coherent detection. The simulations

are performed with different observation window sizes N and different chan-

nels.
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Figure 3.10: BER of 4-DPSK with MSDSD in an AWGN channel

In Figure 3.10 the BER in an AWGN channel is shown. As already presented

before at a BER of 10−3 the conventional noncoherent detection (CND) with

an observation window size of N = 2, has a loss of about 1.7 dB compared

to coherent detection. If the observation window size is increased to N = 4,

this means 3 information symbols are jointly detected out of 4 received data

symbols, the gain of MSDSD is about 1 dB compared to the CND. If the

observation window is further increased to N = 8 the gain is about 1.6 dB.

This means, that in an AWGN channel at a BER of 10−3, coherent detection

with LS channel estimation, ZF equalization and linear interpolation between

the channel estimation positions, only slightly outperforms MSDSD with an
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observation window size of N = 8 by 0.1 dB. If the BER is considered at 10−4,

it can be noticed that MSDSD with an observation window of size N = 4

almost achieves the same performance as coherent detection. If the observa-

tion window is further increased to N = 8 noncoherent detection outperforms

coherent detection by about 0.4 dB.
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Figure 3.11: Uncoded Throughput of 4-DPSK with MSDSD in an AWGN channel
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Figure 3.12: BLER of 4-DPSK with MSDSD in an AWGN channel

In Figure 3.11 the uncoded throughput (R = 1) of 4-DPSK with MSDSD in
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AWGN is presented. The results show that in terms of uncoded throughput

coherent detection outperforms CND. If, however, the observation window

size N is increased to 4 or 8, MSDSD starts to outperform coherent detection.

In order to explain this behavior, consider the block error rate (BLER) curves

shown in Figure 3.12. The BLER is a measure of how many subframes of the to-

tal number of transmitted subframes are discarded because of bit errors. These

discarded frames do not account for the throughput. The simulations reveal

that the BLER of MSDSD is lower than that of CND and coherent detection

with LS channel estimation. This is because with MSDSD errors usually occur

as error bursts. If one data symbol inside the observation window is detected

wrongly, it is likely that also other data symbols inside the observation win-

dow are detected wrongly, due to error propagation in the differential detection

process. On the other hand, it also may happen that because of MSDSD the

whole subframe is detected correctly, where otherwise there would be errors if

CND was used. Since the BLER does not depend on the total number of bit

errors in a subframe, the BLER of MSDSD is lower than that of CND. The

same applies for coherent detection with LS channel estimation. In coherent

detection the information symbols are detected independently. This means,

that the errors occur more evenly distributed in the subframe. Thus, at a

certain SNR it may happen that with MSDSD the whole subframe is detected

without any error, while with coherent detection single errors are introduced

in the detection process. Therefore, for uncoded transmissions it can happen

that with MSDSD the BLER is lower than with coherent detection. This can

also be seen from Figure 3.12. Since discarded subframes do not account for

the throughput, this leads to the higher throughput of MSDSD with N = 8.

This explanation is also valid for high coding rates R.

The simulation results in Figure 3.13 present the performance of 4-DPSK with

MSDSD in an ITU PedB channel. For the calculation of the correlation matrix

Σ
(f)
HH in frequency direction, Equation (3.25) with an exponential PDP of L = 8

was assumed. A closer look at the BER reveals that the performance gain of

MSDSD in a PedB channel is less than in an AWGN channel. At a BER of

10−3 the gain of MSDSD with N = 4 is about 0.6 dB, with N = 8 the gain is

about 0.9 dB, compared to CND. This is because of the smaller correlation of

the channel in the frequency direction. A very important simulation result is,

that the induced error floor of noncoherent detection in ITU PedB channels

can already be effectively mitigated by MSDSD with an observation window

size of N = 4.
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Figure 3.13: BER of 4-DPSK with MSDSD in an ITU PedB channel
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Figure 3.14: Uncoded Throughput of 4-DPSK with MSDSD in ITU PedB

The uncoded throughput of MSDSD in an ITU PedB channel is shown in

Figure 3.14. As already discussed in Figure 3.6, frequency selective channels

lead to a loss of maximum possible throughput if CND is used. Thus the ini-

tially higher offered peak throughput of 4.37 % compared to coherent detection

cannot be achieved. If, however, the observation window size is increased to

N = 4 or N = 8 this performance loss can be mitigated. Therefore, in the
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uncoded case it is possible to omit the reduction of throughput with the help

of MSDSD. That behavior can also be observed from the throughput curves.

3.3.2 Coded throughput with MSDSD

In the next simulations the coded throughput performance of multiple symbol

differential sphere decoding in an AWGN and an ITU PedB channel is com-

pared. Since the detection complexity of DAPSK is still very high, although

MSDSD is applied, the maximum observation window length of 16-DAPSK

and 64-DAPSK is restricted to N = 4. For 4-DPSK both an observation win-

dow length N = 4 and N = 8 were simulated.
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Figure 3.15: Coded Throughput of MSDSD in an AWGN channel

The coded throughput in an AWGN channel is presented in Figure 3.15. A

comparison between CND and MSDSD reveals that the gain in coded through-

put of MSDSD to CND increases with SNR and observation window size N .

This is because MSDSD in general starts to work better at higher SNR lev-

els (see Figure 3.10). In the low SNR regions (-10 dB to 10 dB) the coded

throughput is determined by the 4-DPSK modulation. At a throughput of

0.5 Mbit/s, MSDSD with N = 4 has a gain of 0.15 dB, whereas for N = 8

the gain is 0.3 dB. Compared to that, at a throughput of 1 Mbit/s, MSDSD

with N = 4 has a gain of about 0.2 dB and with N = 8 a gain of 0.7 dB,
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respectively. If the SNR is increased the coded throughput is determined by

16-DAPSK and 64-DAPSK. Here the same tendency can be observed, that

means the performance gain of MSDSD increases with higher SNR. For a

throughput of 2 Mbit/s the gain of MSDSD with N = 4 compared to CND is

0.9 dB. At a throughput of 5 Mbit/s MSDSD with N = 4 already gains 1.2

dB compared to CND. Thus, MSDSD is able to improve the performance of

noncoherent detection, especially for DAPSK. Nevertheless, coherent detec-

tion still outperforms noncoherent detection.

Note, that the coded throughput of coherent detection is higher than that of

noncoherent detection, although MSDSD is applied. This is in contradiction

to the results presented in Figure 3.11, where it was found that MSDSD with

an observation window size of N = 8 achieves a higher throughput than coher-

ent detection. The contradiction can be explained by the effect of coding. As

an illustration consider the BLER curves of 4-DPSK and 4-QAM with coding

rates R that correspond to CQI 14 and CQI 15 shown in Figure 3.16. The

simulation results show the BLER of 4-DPSK with CND and MSDSD with

N = 8, as well as 4-QAM with coherent detection with LS channel estimation.
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Figure 3.16: 4-DPSK and 4-QAM for R = 0.853 and R = 0.926

As already discussed, errors in MSDSD occur as error bursts, i.e., inside a

wrong subframe there are usually a lot of bit errors. On the other hand, due

to MSDSD there are also many correctly detected subframes. In coherent de-

tection, bit errors occur more sporadically. Therefore, with coding it is possible

to sometimes correct these sporadic errors, while sometimes it is not possible.
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The amount of errors that can be corrected depends on the coding rate. The

lower R, the higher is the amount of errors that can be corrected. Thus, for

high coding rates R the BLER of MSDSD with N = 8 is lower than for co-

herent detection. In this case more subframes can be detected correctly with

MSDSD than with coherent detection (see Figure 3.12 and Figure 3.16 for R

= 0.926). If R is reduced, coding is able to correct more and more errors. This

means, in coherent detection more of the sporadic errors can be corrected,

which significantly reduces the BLER. On the other hand, in MSDSD, due

to the usually higher amount of errors inside an erroneous subframe, it can

happen that coding is not able to correct all the errors. Hence, at a certain R

the BLER of coherent detection becomes lower than that for MSDSD. This

can also be seen by the BLER curves in Figure 3.16 for R = 0.853. Thus,

the coded throughput of coherent detection is larger than that of noncoherent

detection.

Lastly, it can be observed from Figure 3.15 that the throughput of noncoherent

detection in an AWGN channel saturates between about 8 to 10 dB and 15 to

17 dB. At these SNR values the maximum possible throughput of the corre-

sponding symbol alphabet and CQI is already reached. E.g., for 4-DPSK the

highest coding rate is R = 0.588, i.e., CQI = 6 (see Table 3.1). In this case the

largest throughput is 1.17 Mbit/s, which corresponds to the flat throughput

area between 8 and 10 dB shown in Figure 3.15. Thus, the coding rates spec-

ified for coherent detection in LTE are not optimal for noncoherent detection.

To omit the saturation, the coding rates need to be adapted. For example the

coding rate of CQI 6 could be increased, or the coding rate of CQI 7 could be

decreased. The same applies for the saturation area between 15 and 17 dB.

Here an adaptation of CQI 9 and CQI 10 in a similar way would be necessary.

An exact investigation of how to adapt the coding rates of coherent detection

for noncoherent detection was not considered in this thesis.

The last simulation in this chapter presents the coded throughput of MSDSD

in an ITU PedB channel, depicted in Figure 3.17. Similar to the AWGN case,

the gain of MSDSD compared to CND increases with SNR and observation

window size N . At a throughput of 1 Mbit/s and N = 4 the gain compared to

CND is 0.3 dB, whereas the gain for N = 8 is about 0.6 dB. At a throughput

of 2 Mbit/s (here already the 16-DAPSK modulation determines the coded

throughput) the gain of MSDSD increases to about 0.9 dB. This trend con-

tinuous with 64-DAPSK. At a throughput of 4 Mbit/s the gain is about 0.9

dB, for 5 Mbit/s it is about 1.2 dB. From the simulation results it can also be
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Figure 3.17: Coded Throughput of MSDSD in an ITU PedB channel

observed that with MSDSD it is possible to reach the point, where differen-

tial modulation offers a higher throughput than coherent detection, at a lower

SNR. With CND the required SNR is about 34.5 dB, while with MSDSD

the required SNR is about 33.3 dB. However, this SNR is still unrealistic for

practical wireless systems.
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4 Fast Fading

This chapter discusses the performance of differential modulation in fast fading

channels. To this extent, Section 4.1 presents the proper selection of the mod-

ulation scheme for time varying channels. Section 4.2 considers the application

of MSDSD in fast fading scenarios.

In fast fading, the coherence time Tc of the channel is assumed to be small

enough, so that the impulse response of the channel changes significantly dur-

ing a subframe. Thus, for the simulations in general an LTV channel is as-

sumed. In this chapter, noncoherent detection is considered in an ITU VehA

channel with different Doppler spreads Ds (see Chapter 3). We investigate the

BER and the coded throughput over SNR.

4.1 Selection of the Differential Modulation scheme

In frequency selective LTV channels, the channel varies both in the frequency

and in the time direction. The variation of the channel in the frequency direc-

tion depends on the delay spread Td (see Section 3.1), while the variation in

the time direction depends on the relative velocity v between transmitter and

receiver. The velocity corresponds to the Doppler spread Ds.

As already described in Equation (2.21), varying channels introduce errors with

noncoherent detection, irrespective of the noise. Furthermore, it was shown in

Section 3.1 that the BER also depends on whether frequency first modulation

or time first modulation is applied. Thus it is interesting to consider, which
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modulation schemes is better suited for a fast fading environment.

4.1.1 Frequency first versus time first modulation scheme in an ITU VehA

channel

In fast fading scenarios, the choice of the modulation scheme depends on the

delay spread Td and on the Doppler spread Ds of the channel. As an illustration

consider the coded throughput of both modulation schemes for a speed of 50

km/h and 150 km/h in an ITU VehA channel, depicted in Figure 4.1.
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Figure 4.1: Coded throughput of the time first modulation versus the frequency first
modulation in an ITU VehA channel

The simulation results show that at a speed of 50 km/h the throughput of

the frequency first modulation is higher than the throughput of the time first

modulation scheme. If the velocity is increased to 150 km/h, the time first

modulation scheme outperforms the frequency first modulation scheme. This

behavior can be explained by the correlation of the channel.

For low speeds, the correlation in the time direction is higher than it is in the

frequency direction. This means, that the variation of the channel in the fre-

quency direction is larger than in the time direction. In this case, modulation

in the frequency direction is more likely to introduce errors than modulation

in the time direction. Hence, it is better to use the frequency first modulation

scheme, since here the modulation in the frequency direction occurs only once
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(see Section 2.3). With increasing velocity the Doppler spread of the chan-

nel grows, which results in a lower correlation in the time direction. Thus, it

is beneficial to change to the time first modulation scheme, since the larger

variations of the channel in the time direction are effective only once, while

modulating in the time direction.

As a conclusion, it is recommendable to use the modulation scheme that mod-

ulates most of the data in the direction with the highest correlation. For high

frequency selective slowly fading channels, therefore, it is recommendable to

use the frequency first modulation scheme, while for low frequency selective

fast fading channels it is better to use the time first modulation scheme.

4.1.2 Modulation scheme for AWGN channels, Rayleigh flat fading channels

and channels with equal correlation

With the considerations of the previous section it can be concluded that for

AWGN channels or block fading frequency flat Rayleigh channels the perfor-

mance of differential modulation is the same, independent of the differential

modulation scheme. This is because the channel neither changes in the time

direction nor in the frequency direction. The same holds, if the correlation of

the channel in the time direction and the frequency direction is equal. In this

case, the probability of errors caused by the variation of the channel is the

same in time and frequency direction.

4.1.3 Estimation of the speed at which to switch between the frequency first

and the time first modulation scheme

To estimate the speed at which it is recommendable to switch between the

frequency first and the time first modulation scheme, we find the point where

the correlation in time direction is equal to the correlation in frequency direc-

tion. From the autocorrelation matrix Σ
(f)
hh in Equation (3.25) the correlation

between two consecutive subcarriers in frequency direction can be calculated

as

r
(f)
hh (1) = r

(f)∗
hh (−1) = w2HPDPwH

1 . (4.1)

In the equation above the superscript f indicates that the correlation is con-

sidered in frequency direction and w1 and w2 denote the first and second row
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of the size K × K DFT matrix, respectively. To calculate the autocorrela-

tion in the time direction, the channel at each subcarrier k is considered as a

frequency flat Rayleigh channel. This is justified because the LTE downlink

is based on OFDM. OFDM systems convert a broadband frequency selec-

tive wireless channel into K orthogonal narrowband frequency flat channels

by means of a FFT and application of a CP. The autocorrelation in the time

direction can be calculated according to the Clarke’s model [17] as

r
(t)
hh(∆n) = E{Hn,kH

∗
n+∆n,k} = J0(2πfDTS∆n). (4.2)

Here, J0(·) is the Bessel function of zeroth order, fD is the Doppler shift that

can be calculated according to Equation (3.3) and TS is the OFDM symbol

duration. The variable ∆n denotes the discrete time difference between two

OFDM symbols and the superscript t indicates that the autocorrelation is

considered in the time direction. Thus the correlation in time between two

consecutive OFDM symbols is

r
(t)
hh(1) = r

(t)
hh(−1) = J0(2πfDTS). (4.3)

The velocity v where it is recommendable to change from one to the other

modulation scheme is the solution to the equation

|r(t)
hh(1)| = |r(f)

hh (1)|
|J0(2πfDTS)| = |w2HPDPwH

1 |. (4.4)

With Equation (3.3) v thus can be calculated as

v =
c0

2πTSfc
J−1

0 (|w2HPDPwH
1 |) (4.5)

As it can be seen v depends on the delay spread of the channel, which is repre-

sented by the PDP, the OFDM symbol duration TS and the carrier frequency

fc of the system. A large delay spread of the channel, i.e., high frequency

selectivity, means low correlation in the frequency direction. In this case it is

recommendable to switch to the time first modulation scheme at higher ve-

locities. On the other hand, if TS grows, the correlation in the time direction

gets smaller. This means that the channel variation in the time direction is
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larger. Thus, for an increasing OFDM symbol duration it is better to use

the time first modulation schemes already at lower speeds. The same effect

occurs if the carrier frequency fc of the system is increased. With increasing

carrier frequency the Doppler shift increases as well. This leads to a higher

Doppler spread which reduces the correlation in the time direction. Thus for a

higher fc it is also recommendable to switch to the time direction modulation

at lower speeds. For an ITU VehA channel the result is v ≈ 48km/h. In order

to validate the results the BER for both modulation schemes was simulated at

a SNR of 30 dB with different speeds. The results are presented in Figure 4.2.

The simulation suggests a speed of about 51 km/h. The difference of the sim-

ulation results to the theoretical result can be explained by the accuracy of

the simulations and additional correlations that are not considered due to the

simple system model.

35 40 45 50 55 60 65
1·10-3

Velocity [km/h]

B
E

R

 

 

Frequency First Modulation
Time First Modulation

2·10-3

3·10-3

Figure 4.2: BER of frequency first versus time first modulation scheme in a fast
fading ITU VehA channel with SNR = 30 dB

4.2 Multiple Symbol Differential Sphere Decoding in Fast

Fading Channels

In order to improve the performance of noncoherent detection in this section

MSDSD is considered. It is investigated, if MSDSD can achieve an perfor-

mance gain compared to CND.
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In fast fading channels, MSDSD is performed similarly as in block fading chan-

nels. The idea is to minimize the metric found in Equation (3.39) for DPSK and

Equation (3.46) for DAPSK, respectively. For the detection in the frequency

direction the autocorrelation matrix of the channel Σ
(f)
hh can be calculated by

Equation (3.25). For the detection in the time direction the autocorrelation

matrix Σ
(t)
hh can be calculated with the relation of Equation (4.3) as

Σ
(t)
hh =


r

(t)
hh(0) r

(t)
hh(1) · · · r

(t)
hh(N − 1)

r
(t)
hh(−1) r

(t)
hh(0) · · · r

(t)
hh(N − 2)

...
. . . . . .

...

r
(t)
hh(−N + 1) r

(t)
hh(−N + 2) · · · r

(t)
hh(0)

 , (4.6)

Like in the block fading scenario, an observation window of N data symbols

is used to detect N − 1 information symbols.

4.2.1 Uncoded BER of 4-DPSK in an ITU VehA channel

The simulation results in Figure 4.3 show the uncoded BER of 4-DPSK in an

ITU VehA channel with a speed of 100 km/h. According to the previous sec-

tion, at this speed it is recommendable to use the time first modulation scheme.

To validate this result, both the frequency first modulation and the time first

modulation scheme are simulated and compared to coherent detection. For the

noncoherent detection, CND as well as MSDSD with an observation window

of N = 4 and N = 8 are applied.

The simulation results show that the BER of the time first modulation scheme

is lower than that of the frequency first modulation scheme. This confirms

that it is better to use the time first modulation scheme for this scenario.

Furthermore, coherent detection outperforms noncoherent detection by about

2 dB. A comparison of MSDSD with CND for the time first modulation scheme

at a BER of 10−2 shows that the performance gain of MSDSD with N = 4 is

about 0.1 dB. For an observation window of N = 8 the gain is about 0.3 dB.

Similar to frequency selective channels, time selective channels lead to an error

floor. The simulations show that for CND the error floor of the time first

modulation scheme is lower than that of the frequency first modulation scheme.

This is expected because of the previous simulation results. It is, however,
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Figure 4.3: Uncoded BER performance of noncoherent detection in an ITU VehA
channel with v = 100 km/h

interesting to note that with MSDSD the difference of these error floors is

smaller than with CND. This suggests that with MSDSD the exact selection

of the modulation scheme dependent on correlation statistics of the channel is

not as critical as with CND. The simulation results in [25, Figures 6-9] also

confirm that result.

A last point to note is that the error floor of fast fading channels cannot be

mitigated by MSDSD, even with large observation window sizes. Simulations

in [25] show, that although MSDSD is able to alleviate the performance loss

due to the reduced correlation in the time direction, it is not able to reduce the

effect of ICI. In [25] it was also shown that with incorporation of the ICI into

the correlation matrix it is possible to further increase the performance and

to decrease the error floor, however, at the cost of complexity of the detection

process. Simulations to that regard were not considered in this thesis.

4.2.2 Coded throughput in an ITU VehA channel

Figure 4.4 shows the coded throughput of MSDSD in an ITU VehA channel

with a speed of 100 km/h. The observation window size for 4-DPSK is set

to both N = 4 and N = 8 and to N = 4 for 16-DAPSK. Due to the long

simulation time, MSDSD for 64-DAPSK was not simulated. The simulations

are compared to coherent detection. As modulation scheme the time first
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modulation scheme is applied
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Figure 4.4: Coded throughput of MSDSD in an ITU VehA channel for v = 100 km/h

The simulation results show that for fast fading scenarios noncoherent detec-

tion performs worse than coherent detection. The performance loss of noco-

herent detection to coherent detection is about 3.5 dB at a throughput of 3

Mbit/s. Because of the high time selectivity of the channel, the originally

offered higher throughput of differential modulation cannot be achieved. In

fact, noncoherent detection looses about 4.5 % compared to coherent detec-

tion in peak throughput. The performance gain of MSDSD compared to CND

at a throughput of 0.8 Mbit/s is about 0.1 dB for N = 4 and about 0.2 dB

for N = 8. At a throughput of 2 Mbit/s (here 16-DAPSK determines the

throughput), the gain of MSDSD with N = 4 is 0.2 dB.

With the simulation results it can be concluded, that in fast fading scenarios

MSDSD does not provide a significant performance gain compared to CND.
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5 Conclusion

In this diploma thesis, we evaluated the performance of differential modulation

applied to an OFDM system that is similar to the LTE downlink. In our

discussions, we first presented a general description of differential modulation

and showed how it can be applied to the LTE dowlink in SISO systems. We

presented two basic differential modulation schemes, namely the time first and

the frequency first modulation scheme and discussed their applicability to LTI

channels.

In our investigations, we found that for frequency selective LTI channels it

is better to use the frequency first modulation scheme, since in this case the

variation of the channel is less effective. For frequency flat channels like AWGN

and Rayleigh flat channels the performance of differential modulation does

not depend on the modulation scheme. We showed that coherent detection in

general outperforms CND, where 2 received data symbols are used to detect

one information symbol. In order to improve the performance of noncoherent

detection, we applied MSDD, where N data symbols are used to jointly detect

N − 1 information symbols. The disadvantage of MSDD is the exponential

complexity growth with the number of observed symbols N . To circumvent

that problem, we used MSDSD, which significantly reduces the complexity of

the phase detection process by the application of the SD algorithm. With the

simulation results we showed that the performance of differential modulation

can be improved especially for AWGN channels. However, although MSDSD

was used, coherent detection still performs better than noncoherent detection

in terms of coded throughput.
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In the last chapter, we discussed the performance of differential modulation in

fast fading scenarios. We showed that in frequency selective LTV channels the

selection of the modulation scheme depends both on the delay spread and the

Doppler spread of the channel, and the applied detection scheme. We found

that it is preferable to use the differential modulation scheme, which modulates

most of the data in the direction with the highest correlation. That means, e.g.,

for frequency selective slowly fading channels it is better to use the frequency

first modulation scheme. On the other hand, the time first modulation scheme

is better suited for LTV channels, where the variation of the channel in the time

direction is less than in the frequency direction. We also gave an calculation at

which speed it is beneficial to switch from one modulation scheme to the other.

With the simulations we realized that the correct selection of the modulation

scheme is more critical for CND than for MSDD, i.e., MSDD is more robust

to a wrong selection of the modulation scheme. The simulation results showed

that also in fast fading scenarios, coherent detection outperforms noncoherent

detection. The performance gain of MSDSD compared to CND is lower, since

the channel correlation is smaller.

Thus in conclusion, although differential modulation provides a gain in spectral

efficiency, with the techniques presented in this thesis, differential modulation

is not a competitive alternative to coherent detection in the LTE downlink.

In possible further work, the performance of differential modulation could be

investigated with a channel correlation matrix that incorporates the inter car-

rier interference. Additionally, the symbol alphabet could be adapted accord-

ing to the channel statistics. That means, if the channel correlation in one

direction is high, a larger symbol alphabet could be applied in this direction.

Lastly, differential modulation could be investigated for the MIMO LTE down-

link.
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Appendix A

Acronyms

ASK Amplitude Shift Keying

APSK Amplitude and Phase Shift Keying

BER bit error ratio

BDPSK binary Differential PSK

BLER block error rate

CND conventional noncoherent detection

CP cyclic prefix

CQI channel quality indicator

DAPSK Differential Amplitude and Phase Shift Keying

DASK Differential Amplitude Shift Keying

DFT Discrete Fourier Transform

DPSK Differential Phase Shift Keying

FIR finite impulse response

FFT Fast Fourier Transform

ICI inter carrier interference

IFFT Inverse Fast Fourier Transform

ISI inter symbol interference

LS least squares
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LTE Long Term Evolution

LTI linear time-invariant

LTV linear time-variant

M-APSK M -Amplitude and Phase Shift Keying

M-DAPSK M -Differntial Amplitude and Phase Shift Keying

M-PSK M -Phase Shift Keying

ML maximum likelihood

M-QAM M -Quadrature Amplitude Modulation

MLSE maximum likelihood sequence estimator

MIMO multiple input multiple output

MSDD multiple symbol differential detection

MSDSD multiple symbol differential sphere decoding

OFDM Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing

PDP power delay profile

PSK Phase Shift Keying

QAM Quadrature Amplitude Modulation

RB resource block

RBP resource block-pair

RE resource element

RS reference symbols

RFF Rayleigh flat fading

SISO single input single output

SD sphere decoding

SNR signal-to-noise ratio

UMTS Universal Mobile Telecommunications System

WSSUS wide-sense stationary uncorrelated scattering

ZF zero forcing
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